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A Poisson-type integral representation for Jackson’s q-Bessel function is obtained 
by using Askey and Wilson’s q-beta integral and Nassrallah and Rahman’s integral 
formula for an s(p, series. This representation along with some transformtion for- 
mulas for basic hypergeometric series help express the q-Bessel functions as a 3cpz 
series in base q, a 2(p2 series in base q” and a *(pI series in base q”*, where 0 < q < 1. 
As an application, q-analogues are found for Gegenbauer’s dege rate addition for- 
mulas for Bessel functions. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. f 
1. INTRODUCTION 
F. H. Jackson [lo] gave the following q-analogue of the Bessel function 
/l”(X;q)=w+‘x)m -f (-1)“(x/2)“+*” 
(4; 4)cc n = 0 (4; 4M4” + ‘; 4L’ 
O<q<l, (1.1) 
where 
(“;‘)“={~*-~)(l-oq)...(*-oy”l) if n =O, if n = 1, 2,..., (1.2) 
and 
(a;q), = fi (1 -aq+ 1). 
n=l 
Jackson also gave a second q-analogue, 
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which was shown by Hahn [7] to be related to J!,‘)(.x; q) by the formula 
.yb;q)= - ;;q , ) , 
( > 
J’.“(X. q) /XI < 2 
r 
The infinite series in (1.1) is convergent for Ix/ < 2 while that in (1.4) is 
convergent for all x, which explains the restriction in (1.4). The notations 
in (1.1) and (1.3) are due to Ismail [S]. Jackson restricted himself to 
integer values of v and his work was based on the generating function 
z 
c 
(-x2/4; 412 
n= cc 
w2’(x; 4) = (xf/2, - xpt; q) % * (1.5) 
where 
(0, > a,,..., ak; q),= fj ta,; q)n? n = 1, 2,... 
j= I 
Replacing x by (1 - q)x and letting q -+ 1 - in (1.5) one obtains the 
familiar generating function of the Bessel functions, 
f tnJ,,(X)=e’“2)(1~I~‘), (1.6) 
,I== -x 
A q-analogue of 
binomial formula 
the exponential function e‘ is (x; q)-;’ through the y- 
f &Lxx”= (ax; 4)x 
.=o(q,n)n (K cl), ’ 
o<q< 1, j.Xl < 1. (1.7) 
Setting a = 0 we get 
Also, replacing x by x/a and then letting a -+ x in (1.7) one obtains 
where (‘;)=n(n- 1)/Z. If we now replace .Y by (1 -q)x in (1.8) and (1.9) 
and let q -+ 1 - then both infinite series become exponential series so that 
es=q~yMl -4k4)cxz I= lim (-x(l-q);q)l. (1.101 4-l 
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Hahn [7] studied the q-Bessel functions for arbitrary values of v, and 
more recently Ismail [8] shed some light on the zeros of these functions as 
well as the q-Lommel polynomials associated with them. Ismail [9] also 
gave some integral representations of the modified q-Bessel functions. 
Our approach here is to seek a q-analogue of J,(x) given as a Poisson 
integral [S, 7.12(7), p. 811 
J,(x) = WY ’ f(i) qv + ;, s (1 - ,*),- l/*eixr & -1 - i<Rev. (1.11) 
The principal result of this paper is the integral representation 
J!*‘(x; q) = :nT:d/94); 
3 m 
dO(e*“, e ~ 2ie; q)” 
ixq (VflW ixq (v+ I)/* 
2 
ei6 
,- 2 O<Rev, (1.12) 
which we shall prove in Section 3. 
When v is not an integer it is to be understood that 
(a; 4)” =(4 ),/(@; 4)m and (a,, Q,,..., +; dy = fi (aj; dy. 
j=l 
Using the definition of the q-gamma function 
(4; 41, 
c/(x) = (q”; q), (1 -d? O<q<l, lim T,(x) = T(x), (1.13) y-l- 
and the limits 
lim (e2iB, e-2iS; q)” = 2*” sin2” 8, (1.14) 
C/-l- 
lim - 
y-‘l- ( 
ix(l-q)q(“+‘)/* iB -ix(l-q)q’“+‘)‘* -iB 
2 e , 2 
e ;4 
> 
= ,ix cm 0 
m 
(1.15) 
it is not difficult to show that (1.12) does indeed reduce to (1.11) in the 
limit q-9 l-. 
The key formula that we use to prove (1.12) is Nassrallah and Rahman’s 
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[11] q-analogue of Euler’s integral representation of Gauss’ 
hypergeometric series: 
s 
I 
w(z;a,b,c,d)~dz= 
Wfkfb,f~fd,fg, abcdglf; q), 
1 9 (4, ah ac, ad, ag, bc, bd, kc cd, cg, 4s f ‘; q) 1 
x S W,(f 2/q; f/a, fib, f/c, .fld, f/g; q, abcdg/f 1, 
(1.16) 
where 
max(ld WI, ICI, IdI, Isl, Id) < 1, (1.17 
h(z; a) = fi (1 - 2aq” cos $ + a2q2”) = (a@, aep@l; q)mu, z = cos Ic/, 
n = 0 
(1.18 1 
w(z;a,b,c,d)=(l-z2)-“* 
h(z; 1) h(z; -1) h(z; q’i2) h(z; -q1’2) 
h(z; a) h(z; h) h(z; c) h(z; d) ’ 
(,,19) 
and 
8 W,(a; b, c, 4 e, f; 4, xl 
-qali2, b, c, d, e, f 
- a’j2, aqlb, aq/c, aq/d, aqle, aq:f; ” x 1 
(1.20) 
is a special type of basic hypergeometric series defined by 
[ 
a,, a2,..., a, 
r(Pr+s-’ b,, b, ,..., b,+,y_, ’ q’sm I 
(1.21) 
r=O, 1, 2 ,...; s=O, 1, 2 ,.... A series of the type that appears in (1.20) is 
called very-well-poised and has many important applications as it admits a 
number of transformations when x = a2q2/bcdef. Formula (1.12) will be 
established by making use of some of these transformations. These transfor- 
mation formulas will also lead to other series representations of Jt2)(x; q), 
for example, 
Jc2)(x. q) = (-ix/Z - W+ ‘P; 4L -x ’ Y 9 T&v+ 1) c > 2(1-q) 
’ 3(P2 
q Y+ 112 ) -qv+l12, -q’+’ 
4 
2v + 1 , _ ixq”+ ‘12 
; q, - ixj2 < 2, 
(1.22) 
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J(2j(x. q) = W2(1 - 4))” (x4f+ ‘/16; PL 
Y 3 l-&v + 1) (X2$” + “‘2/4; p), 
x 2(P2 
-p’“+ 1)/2, _ P 42 + 1 
P v+l, x*p(~+2)/2/4 
p = q*, 
(1.23) 
Jc2jtx. q) = (x/2(1 -q))” (x4p”+ ‘/16; PL 
Y 3 I-& + 1) (x2p’” + y4; p), 
x 2(P2 
-p”/*, -p’” + IV2 
P v+l, x*p(y+ U/2/4 
(1.24) 
J(2yx. q) = (x/2(1 - 4))” Y 3 qv+ 1) cc 
x 2(Pl 4 v/2 + 114 ,- 4 
v/2 + l/4 
4 v+ 112 ; q’l*, ix/2 1 , 1x1 < 2. (1.25) 
Note that (1.3) as well as (1.23) and (1.24) are q-analogues of the for- 
mula 
W)” J,(x) = ~ 
T(v + 1) 
,F,(-; v + 1; -x2/4), 
whereas (1.22) and (1.25) are q-analogues of 
(4)’ -i-r J,(x) = ___ e 
T(v+ 1) 
,F, (1.27) 
It can be easily verified that the expressions on the right-hand sides of 
(1.22)( 1.25) satisfy the same q-difference quation [8], 
(1 + 4x2/4) .y(qx; q) - (q”‘2 + q-“/2) J!2’(xq”$ q) + JbZ’(x; q) = 0, (1.28) 
and the same initial condition as does the q-Bessel function defined in (1.3). 
One may then take the point of view that (1.22)-( 1.25) must then be true. 
However, (1.3) and (1.28) do not automatically lead us to the various 
representations in (1.22)-( 1.25). The underlying transformations are not at 
all obvious, so we use the transformation theory of basic hypergeometric 
series to prove these results by taking (1.12) as an alternate definition of 
the q-Bessel functions. 
In Section 2 we evaluate an integral, somewhat more general than we 
really need in this paper, but a special case of which will give us (1.12) as 
well as (1.22)(1.25) via some quadratic transformation formulas that we 
shall elaborate in Section 3. In Section 4 we obtain q-analogues of some of 
Gegenbauer’s addition formulas for Bessel functions. 
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2. EVALUATION OF AN INTEGRAL 
We shall now prove that 
I 
i, 4~; 0, b, c, 4 PAZ; a, b, c, 4 - 
4; f) dz 
h(z; g) 
= K(a b c d) (fb, fk fd, b&i q)x 
3 9 1 
(gb, gc, gd bcdf; 4) -I 
(k bd, 4 hk; qL(bcdf; q)z,, (ug),l 
’ (4 4 4 bcdg; q),,(abd qh,, 
where 
x x W,(bcdfq*” - ‘; bcq”, bdq”, cdq”, .f.icl,.fq”lg; q, ug), (2.1 1 
P,,(G a, b, c, 4 = 4(p3 ’ 
-“, abcdq” ‘, ue’*, ue ml6 
ah, UC, ad 
; q,q 7 
1 
r = cos I/?, 
(2.2) 
is the Askey-Wilson polynomial [3] that satisfies the orthogonality 
property 
1 
r, w(z; a, b, c, d) p,Jz; a, h, C, d) p,,(z; LI, h, c’, 0’) dz = h,, ‘~5,,,,,~, 
(2.3) 
with 
h, = K ‘(a, b, c, d) 
(abcdq ‘, ab, ac, ad; q),,( I - ubcdq’” 
(q, cd, bd, bc; q),,( 1 - ahcdq ‘) 
’ ) (I ?,, 
’ 
(2.4 
K(u, b, c, d) = 
2n(abcd; q), 
(q, ah, UC, ad, hc, hd, cd; q 1 , 
(2.5) 
Using (1.21), (2.2) and (1.16) we find that the left-hand side of (2.1) 
equals 
Kta, b c d) (fa, fh, fc, fd, .fg, abcdglfi qJx 9 9 c 
” (q ‘I, UbcW’ ‘, as qh qk 
(go, gh gc, gd, .f 2, abed; 4, A = ,, (4, 4: ~~~4% qh 
x x WA.f*/q; .f;ib, .flc, fld, .fk, .fG l‘ic q, uh(.dXqhilf’l* (2.6) 
which can be partially summed if we use the transformation formula 
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iz = qa*/bcd, that follows as a limiting case of Bailey’s transformation for- 
mula [4, 8.5(l)]. Thus 
8 W,(f*lq;flb,fl~,fld,flg,fq-~la;q, abc&qklf) 
(f *, agqk, abcdqk, bc&; qL 
=(fg, afqk, abc&qkti bcdf;qL 
x 8 WAbcdflq; be, M dflg,fq-klwgqk~. (2.8) 
When we substitute this in (2.6), use q-Saalschutz formula [13, IV.41 
and simplify the coefficients, we obtain (2.1). An alternative, and somewhat 
more useful for our purposes, form of (2.1) via (2.7), is 
5 
1 
w(z;a, 6, c, 4 P&; a, b, G 4 - h(z;f) dz --I h(zx) 
=K(a b c d) (fhflb, abcg, ab& bc&;qL 3 > 7 tag, k, cg, dg, ab*c&; qL 
(bc, bd, cd, fig; q),,(ab*c&; qh,, 
’ (fb, abcg, abdg, bcdg; q),(abcd; q)2n (ag)” 
x 8 W,(ab’cdgq*“- ‘; baq”, bcq”, bdq”, bg, abcdgq”lf; q, j/b). (2.9) 
Since 
g+= f C,kBls)g”, lgl<l, 
3 m=O 
(2.10) 
where C,(z; /II q) is Rogers’ q-ultraspherical polynomials [Z], it may be 
observed that by setting f = pg in (2.1) or (2.9) and expanding the right- 
hand sides as power series in g one obtains a series expression for the 
connection coefficients an,k in the expansion 
c,(X; p 1 q) = c an,k &(x; a, 6, C, d). 
k 
(2.11) 
For our present purposes, however, we need just the special case g = 0 of 
(2.9). Thus we have 
I,(a, b, c, d,f)= 11, w(z; a, 6, c, 4 PAZ; a, b, c, 4 h(z;f) dz 
(bc, bd, cd; q)“q(;) 
=Wa, 6, c, d)(fb,f/b; qL cfb.ql,tabcd qj (-afY 
9 9 2n 
x 3(P2 
baq”, bcq”, bdq” 
bfq”, abcdq*” 
; s,flb > 1 Ih’bl < 1,(2.12) 
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and, in particular, 
Ma, b, c, 4 f) = j”;, w(z; a, b, c, d) h(z; f) dz 
q,.flb 
I 
. (2.13) 
3. QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let us now specialize the parameters 
b = aq’“, c= -a, $= -aq’ 2 (3.1 1 
and then use the identities 
(a2; q2L = (6 --a; qLt (0; q)2,! = (a, aq; q2),1~ (3.2) 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., that give 
h(z; a) h(a; aq”‘) /I(,-; -a) h(z; -uq’ 2) = (u’r”~, LlZe ?I*; q) , 
(3.3) 
so that the integrand in (2.13) can be written as 
csc $(e2’lL, e m2’*; q),(jP, fe-‘$; q),/(u2eziti, u2e-m2’*; q),- which yields the 
integrand of (1.12) if we set a = q”!’ and f = - ixq” + ‘)j2/2. However, the 
last expression in (2.13) does not seem to correspond to ( 1.3), so we need 
to prove that 
J!,2’(x; q) = 
K(qP/2,q(>‘+‘)/2, -qV!2, -q(V+1)2)(q”‘;q), 
mq”; 9) I 
( ix ixq 
v + I 
X - -3 2 
--;q ; 
2 > 0’ I 
’ 3(P2 
4 v+ l/2 3 -9 u+ 112 
) -q“+ ’ 
4 2v+ 1 , - ixq’ + ‘12 ; q, -ix/2 I 
(3.4) 
which, in fact, is the same as (1.22), which can be easily shown by using 
(2.5) (3.2) and (1.13). 
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Using a special limiting case of Bailey’s quadratic transformation for- 
mula [13, (3.4.1.6), p. 1011, namely, 
8 W,(ax/b; x, a”2, -a’12, (aq)“*, - (aq)‘/*; q, qx/b2) 
= (aq.0, 4x2/b’; qJa: a, b 
(qxfb, aqx2/b2; q), “’ aq/b ’ ” qX’b2 1 (3.5) 
in ( 1.16) after setting g = fq”, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and transforming the resulting 
2(p, series by Heine’s formula [ 1, p. 4461, we get 
I 
1 
w(z; a, aq”*, -a, -aq 1’2 )(.fe’$ .fe ‘$; q),l dz 
1 
= K(a, aq”‘, 
(3.6) 
Use of Heine’s second transformation formula [4, 8.4(2), p. 681 finally 
gives 
I 
1 
w(z; a, aq”*, -a, -aq1’2)(fe’ti, fe-‘@L; q)n dz 
-1 
= K(a, aq’/*, --a, -aP2) 2(pl 
4 -n, q-“/a’ 
4a2 
; q, f2a2q2” 1 . (3.7) 
So, by setting a=q’j2, f = -(ix/2)q(“+1)‘2 and taking the limit n + co 
and using (1.3) and (3.5) we obtain 
s 
1 
)qz; q”/*, qcv+‘)/2, -qv2) -q’“+ I)/*) 
-1 
(3.8) 
which proves (1.12) and hence also (3.4) and (1.22). Note that by taking 
the limit n --* co in (3.6) one would obtain the same expression as the right- 
hand side of (3.8) with Ji2)(x; q) replaced by (-x2/4; q)m J!.‘)(x; q). This, of 
course, reaffirms Hahn’s formula (1.4). Note also that (3.7) and (3.8) imply 
lim q d+(n+3v)/2 
n + cc 0 ( 
2 ' C, 
2 
.'+2-1;q-'-'/q 
2 
=$')(X;q), Y (3.9) 
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where z ’ = -(qqq’“+“‘i’, which gives J12’(x; q) as a limiting case of the 
q-ultraspherical polynomials. 
To prove (1.23) and (1.24) we need to use another quadratic transfor- 
mation formula, due to Verma and Jain [ 143, 
x W7(u; h. x, -x, y, -)I; q, a2q2/hx'~~*) 
(pa', pa21x2y2, pa2/hx2, pa2/by’;p), 
= ( pa’lb, pa’lx’, pa’ly2, pa2/bx2y’; p 1, 
x x W,(a’/b; h, x2, y2, -a/b, -ap’ 2Jb; p, a2p3”/hx2y2), (3.10) 
where the symbol p is used here and elsewhere in this paper to mean q2. 
Using this in (1.16) and taking advantage of (2.7) by choosing two different 
combinations of parameters, we obtain 
[' M'(z; a, aq"2, -a, -aq”2) z & 
d I 
27r(fg, qga4/f; q)m(f4,fga2, fga2pli2, -fgp',*, -g2a4p"', pa4; p), 
= (4, -a', --a*q;q),(f'g*, ga4p”‘lf, ga4plf, 7f2p"2, -fga4p'12, a4p"*; p), 
x R W,( -,fga4p I"; -12, -a2p"2,.flg, -fgp ' ', ga4p"'lf; p, -.fgp"') 
Wfg, qga4/f; q)a~(f4rfga2,fga2p'!2, -fg, -g2a4p, pa4; P), 
= (q, --a2, -qa2; q)r(f2g2, ga4P"21L ga4plf, -rf2, -fga4p, a4p"*; p).. 
X 8 W,( -fga4; -a2p"l, -a*p,f/g, -,fg, ga4p"'/f; p, -fg). (3.11) 
If we now set a =q”“, f = -(ix/2)q’“+ “I2 and let g -+ 0 then the two 
expressions on the right-hand side of (3.11) give ( 1.23) and ( 1.24) via (3.8). 
Finally, to prove (1.25) we use the quadratic transformation formula [6] 
1 u2, b2 2’pl ’ P, px2/h4 pa’/b’ ’ I 
(aqlh’, qx2/b2; q), (qa2x2/b2, q/b’, plb2, pa2x21b4; p), 
= (q/h’, aqx2/h2; q) I (qx2/h2, qa’lh’, pa2/h2, px’lb4; p) , 
x x W,(ax2/h2; a, x, -x, xq’/*/h, - xq”‘/b; q, aq/b2). (3.12) 
First, with (3.1), we convert the 8 W, series in (1.16) to a *CP’ by (3.5), 
then to an x(p7 series in base q ‘I2 by (3.12), and finally to another 2~, series 
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in base q 1/z by (3.5). In the last step we take the limit g + 0, the end-result 
being 
1 
~$2; a, aq”*, -a, -aq”*)h z’ - 
-1 
() Egpz 
= K( a, aq”*, 
cc 
aq ‘14, -aq114 
x 2cpl a2q’l* ; ql/*, ix/2 1 , 1x1 <2, (3.13) 
which immediately leads to (1.25), via (3.8). 
4. q-ANALOGUES OF SOME GEGENBAUER FORMULAS 
We shall now try to find a q-analogue of Gegenbauer’s formula [ 15, 
11.5(2)] 
i: cos 0 _ 
e -- 
(> 
: ’ T(v+ 1) f (7) inJV+n(z) C;(cos O), (4.1) 
?7=0 
where C;(cos 0) is the ultraspherical polynomial defined by 
‘I 
c~xcos @ = ,;, /qn -k)! 
(VMVLk cos(n _ 2k)(j 
(4.2) 
Using ( 1.22) in (2.12) and simplifying the coefficients we find that 
i 
1 
w(z; qv/2, q’“+ 1)/2, -qY/2, -q’“+ lV2) Pn(Z; qv/2, q’“+ I)/*, -qv/*) -qcv+‘)/*) 
-1 
J(2) (x. 4). 
v+n 9 
If we seek an expansion of the form 
(4.3) 
> 
= co A,(x) pn(z; qy’*, q(” + I)‘*, - qv’*, - q(r + l I’*), (4.4) 
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then by the orthogonality relation (2.3) we obtain the Fourier coefficients 
A,(x) in the form 
A,(x) = - L 1 2(1-q) “T,(v+l) kJ*\‘; 4Ml -cf+“) qn?2i,rJ~,2+l,(~y. q), (9; 4Ml -qV) (4.5) x 
Since Rogers’ q-ultraspherical polynomials C,,(x; q’ / q) are related to the 
Askey-Wilson polynomials by 
(see Askey and Ismail [2]), we obtain the expansion 
(-- 
ixq (v + I)/2 
h A. 
2 
= ( 1 
* l-q’+” F vI.,(v+l) 1 n=O 1-q” (iq”2)“q”2 2C,1(z; q“I q) J~‘j,,(x; q). 
(4.7 1 
Since 
1 -q”+” 
!‘_“, 1 -q” Cnk qv 14) = i 
;3cos nq 
n = 0, 
n = I, 2,... 
(4.8) 
? 
(see [Z]), we find that 
i 
ixq’ z ,+ ixq’s2 + 
--F ‘-Te ;4 1 
= Ja)(x; q) + 2 f i”q”’ ’ cos n$J)“(x; q), rJI 
II = I 
(4.9) 
which is a q-analogue of the well-known formula 
,i.r cos * = J,(x) + 2 f i” cos nil/J,,(x). (4.10) 
n=l 
We may find a more general result than (4.7) by applying Rahman and 
Verma’s recently found product formula [ 121 for q-ultraspherical 
polynomials 
pn(x; a, uq”2, --a, -uq”2) p,(y; a, aq”2, --a, -aq’#2) 
=J 
I 
K(x, y, z) pn(z; a, uq’/2, -u, - uq”) fk, (4.11) 
-1 
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K(x, y, z) = (” 
a’, a2; q)m ((a2e2jB, a2e2@; q)m ( 2 
24a4; 41m 
x w(z; aet0 + i9, ae -i0-i9, aeiB-i9, aei9 -I@), (4.12) 
x = cos 8, y = cos cp, 0 < 0, cp < 7~ and la] < 1. Denoting 
m G(x, Y, 2) = 1 (q2”; 4M 1 - q” + “1 qn2/2jnJp& q) 
n=O (4;4Ml-4”) 
3 
x pn(x; qv2, q'"+ w, -qQ, -q'"+ 19 
x p,( y; q@, q(v + 1)/2, -qG, _ q(v + 1)/2) (4.13) 
and using (4.11), (4.4) (4.5) and (2.13) we obtain 
G(x, y,z) = z 
[ 1 
” 
-S-i9 izq ‘I2 i. + in 
31-q) 
, --e 
2 ;4 al 
q I’, q ve ~ zio, q ve ~ 2r9 
, -(izq 
~+1/2p)~-iO-~9 ; q, -(izq1’2/2)eie+iv . 1 (4.14) 
This gives the expansion formula 
( 
izq v+ 112 izqlf2 in+ i9 
- -,-l(~-v - -e 
2 2 ;4 x: 
x 3cp2 2,, 
[ 
qv, q~‘e-2~0, q~‘e-~2i9 
4 1 - (izq 
,~+,,2,2~e~iH~,9; 4, -(&+J21Z)ei0+‘9] 
= - 
0 
~ ” r,(l, + 1) ~ (” q),(l - qy + “) qf12/2(iq’)” c,(x; q” ( q) 
n=cJ (q2”; q),(l-q”) 
x C,(Yi 4”lq) JIYnk 4) (4.15) 
for Re v > 0. The j’p2 series on the left side is not a q-Bessel function, 
but in the limit q -+ I- it is not hard to see that (4.15) goes over to the 
Gegenbauer formula [15, 11.5(9)] 
J Y- 112 (z sin 8 sin cp)(z sin 19 sin (P)“~~” exp(iz cos 0 cos rp) 
22”P(V) = n!(n+ v) . =- c J5i n=owv+n) 
~“C;b) C;(Y) Jv + n(z). (4.16) 
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